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WATCH FOR UPHILL TRAFFIC
WHEN SKIING OR RIDING
ON TRAILS
DESIGNATED AS
UPHILL ROUTES.
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Skiing and Riding Off Designated Trails
If you ski or ride off the groomed trails, beyond the designated
gladed trails and/or in the woods, including those wooded areas
identified on maps with this icon , you leave the open and
designated trails at our Resort. Bolton Valley Resort is not responsible for any damage or injury to any person who utilizes the ski area
facilities to access terrain outside the open and designated trails.
[12 V.S.A. 1038.] Vermont law also states that you may be billed for
search and rescue activities for your rescue.
Woods Skiing and Riding
Open and designated trails at Bolton Valley Resort are generally
within the groomed edges of trails. Designated gladed trails are
also available, which are not generally groomed but are clearly
marked on our maps as designated gladed trails with one of these
three icons:
All other areas, including woods that are accessible from Bolton
Valley Resort facilities, including those wooded areas identified on
maps with this icon:
are not part of the designated trails.
If you choose to ski or ride in the woods (or in other non-designated
areas), please know that these areas are not opened, closed,
inspected, marked, nor patrolled in any way by Bolton Valley Resort.
The woods will contain countless hazards and can be life threatening, including the possibility of being severely injured in remote
locations and/or becoming lost and freezing to death.

Search and rescue operations are conducted in Vermont woods
each winter for lost skiers and riders who choose to leave the
designated terrain and ski or ride in the woods, without knowing
where they are going.
If you do choose to ski or ride in the woods, or otherwise leave the
designated trails, please be prepared to endure extreme conditions,
and know where you are going. It is strongly recommended you hire
a guide if planning on skiing or riding in these zones.
Guiding services are available daily throughout the winter season at
the Bolton Valley Backcountry program, as well as instructional
clinics and rental equipment including alpine touring gear and
splitboards.

NEED SKI PATROL?
TELL ANY BV EMPLOYEE
AND LET US
CONTACT THEM
FOR YOU.

Never ski or ride in the woods alone and never enter the woods after
3:00 in the afternoon.
When leaving the woods and entering the trail, yield to those on the
trail. Be sure to check for downhill traffic above you before entering
a trail.
Please Use Extreme Caution and Good Judgment.
These symbols
represent gladed runs which are partially
or entirely covered with trees. All other areas, including woods that
are accessible from Bolton Valley Resort facilities, including those
wooded areas identified on maps with this icon
are not part of
the designated trails. Look for Bolton Valley Resort Woods Skiing /
Riding Policy signage prior to skiing or riding in the woods.

Uphill Routes

